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QUESTION 1

An administrator receives reports about issues with log indexing and text searching regarding an existing Management
Server. In trying to find a solution she wants to check if the process responsible for this feature is running correctly.
What is true about the related process? 

A. fwm manages this database after initialization of the ICA 

B. cpd needs to be restarted manual to show in the list 

C. fwssd crashes can affect therefore not show in the list 

D. solr is a child process of cpm 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

When running a debug with fw monitor, which parameter will create a more verbose output? 

A. -i 

B. -i 

C. -0 

D. -d 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which situation triggers an IPS bypass under load on a 24-core Check Point appliance? 

A. any of the CPU cores is above the threshold for more than 10 seconds 

B. all CPU core most be above the threshold for more than 10 seconds 

C. a single CPU core must be above the threshold for more than 10 seconds, but is must be the same core during this
time 

D. the average cpu utilization over all cores must be above the threshold for 1 second 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

What does CMI stand for in relation to the Access Control Policy? 
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A. Content Matching Infrastructure 

B. Content Management Interface 

C. Context Management Infrastructure 

D. Context Manipulation Interface 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the correct syntax to set all debug flags for Unified Policy related issues? 

A. fw ctl debug -m UP all 

B. fw ctl debug -m up all 

C. fw ctl kdebug -m UP all 

D. fw ctl debug -m fw all 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which of the following is a component of the Context Management Infrastructure used to collect signatures in user
space from multiple sources, such as Application Control and IPS. and compiles them together into unified Pattern
Matchers? 

A. CMI Loader 

B. cpas 

C. PSL - Passive Signature Loader 

D. Context Loader 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which command is most useful for debugging the fwaccel module? 

A. fw zdebug 

B. securexl debug 

C. fwaccel dbg 

D. fw debug 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Rules within the Threat Prevention policy use the Malware database and network objects. Which directory is used for
the Malware database? 

A. $FWDIR/conf/install_manager_tmp/ANTIMALWARE/conf/ 

B. $CPDIR/conf/install_manager_lmp/ANTIMALWARE/conf/ 

C. $FWDlR/conf/install_firewall_imp/ANTIMALWARE/conf/ 

D. $FWDlR/log/install_manager_tmp/ANTIMALWARBlog? 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

PostgreSQL is a powerful, open source relational database management system Check Point offers a command for
viewing the database to interact with Postgres interactive shell Which command do you need to enter the PostgreSQL
interactive shell? 

A. psql_client cpm postgres 

B. mysql_client cpm postgres 

C. psql_c!ieni postgres cpm 

D. mysql -u root 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 10

When a User Mode process suddenly crashes it may create a core dump file. Which of the following information is
available in the core dump and may be used to identify the root cause of the crash? i Program Counter ii Stack Pointer 

ii.

 Memory management information iv Other Processor and OS flags / information 

A. 

i, ii, lii and iv 

B. 

i and n only 
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C. 

iii and iv only 

D. 

Only iii 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

What is the buffer size set by the fw ctl zdebug command? 

A. 1 MB 

B. 1 GB 

C. 8MB 

D. 8GB 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

You need to run a kernel debug over a longer period of time as the problem occurs only once or twice a week.
Therefore, you need to add a timestamp to the kernel debug and write the output to a file but you can\\'t afford to fill up
all the remaining disk space and you only have 10 GB free for saving the debugs. What is the correct syntax for this? 

A. fw ctl kdebug -T -f -m 10 -s 1000000 -o debugfilename 

B. fw ctl kdebug -T -f -m 10 -s 1000000 > debugfilename 

C. fw ctl kdebug -T -m 10 -s 1000000 -o debugfilename 

D. fw ctl debug -T -f -m 10 -s 1000000 -o debugfilename 

Correct Answer: A 

https://sc1.checkpoint.com/documents/R81/WebAdminGuides/EN/CP_R81_NextGenSecurityGateway_Guide/Topics-F
WG/Kernel-Debug/Kernel-Debug-Syntax.htm?tocpath=Kernel%20Debug%20on%20Security%20Gateway%7C_____1 

 

QUESTION 13

Your fwm constantly crashes and is restarted by the watchdog. You can\\'t find any coredumps related to this process,
so you need to check If coredumps are enabled at all 

How can you achieve that? 
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A. in dish run show core-dump status 

B. in expert mode run show core-dump status 

C. in dish run set core-dump status 

D. in dish run show coredumb status 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Joey is configuring a site-to-site VPN with his business partner. On Joey\\'s site he has a Check Point R80.10 Gateway
and his partner uses Cisco ASA 5540 as a gateway. 

Joey\\'s VPN domain on the Check Point Gateway object is manually configured with a group object that contains two
network objects: 

VPN_Domain3 = 192.168.14.0/24 

VPN_Domain4 = 192.168.15.0/24 

Partner\\'s site ACL as viewed from "show run" 

access-list JOEY-VPN extended permit ip 172.26.251.0 255.255.255.0 192.168.14.0 255.255.255.0 

access-list JOEY-VPN extended permit ip 172.26.251.0 255.255.255.0 192.168.15.0 255.255.255.0 

When they try to establish VPN tunnel, it fails. What is the most likely cause of the failure given the information
provided? 

A. Tunnel falls on partner site. It is likely that the Cisco ASA 5540 will reject the Phase 2 negotiation. Check Point
continues to present its own encryption domain as 192.168.14.0/24 and 192.168.15.0/24, but the peer expects the one
network 192.168.14.0/23 

B. Tunnel fails on partner site. It is likely that the Cisco ASA 5540 will reject the Phase 2 negotiation. Check Point
continues to present its own encryption domain as 192.168.14.0/23, but the peer expects the two distinct networks
192.168.14.0/24 and 192.168.15.0/24. 

C. Tunnel fails on Joey\\'s site, because he misconfigured IP address of VPN peer. 

D. Tunnel falls on partner site. It is likely that the Cisco ASA 5540 will reject the Phase 2 negotiation due to the algorithm
mismatch. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Your users have some issues connecting Mobile Access VPN to the gateway. How can you debug the tunnel
establishment? 
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A. in the file $CVPNDIR/conf/httpd.conf change the line loglevel .. To LogLevel debug and run cvpnrestart 

B. run vpn debug truncon 

C. run fw ctl zdebug -m sslvpn all 

D. in the file $VPNDIR/conf/httpd.conf the line Loglevel .. To LogLevel debug and run vpn restart 

Correct Answer: A 
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